Abstract. Let ß be a positive and nondecreasing function on R. The boundary-value problem ß(u) -u" =■ f, «'(±00) = 0 is considered for / G Ll(R). It is shown that this problem can have a solution only if ß is integrable near -00, and that if this is the case, then the problem has a solution exactly v/henf*xf(x)dx > 0.
In [5, Lemma 5 .6] T. Kurtz proves that the problem eu -u" = / has a solution u E C2(R) satisfying w'(±oo) «s limx^±oau'(x) = 0, whenever/ is nonnegative, continuous, compactly supported, and not identically equal to zero. Herein we study more general problems of the form In particular, ß can be any continuous, nondecreasing function on R. If 0 G int ß(R), this problem is well understood; see Benilan, Brezis and Crandall [1] and Proposition 1 below. When ß(R) Q (0,00), as for the case ß(u) = eu, Kurtz's result is the only one known to the authors; and his methods depend very strongly on the explicit form of ß(u) = e". We characterize those maximal monotone graphs ß with ß(R) Q (0,00) for which (R-) has a solution for some f G Lx (R), and then show that for such ß (B) has a solution if and only if S-00f(x)dx > 0. Thus our conclusions are sharp as regards possible ß and fin (R-). Let us be more precise. If ß is any maximal monotone graph and / G 7]0C(R), by a solution of (R-) we understand a function u such that u and u' ave locally absolutely continuous on R, f(x) + u"(x) G ß(u(x)) a.e., and «'(±00) = 0. We denote by D(ß) the domain of ß and by B° the minimal section of ß; the function ß° assigns to r G D(ß) the element in ß(r) of least modulus (so ß = ß° if ß is single-valued).
The main result is Theorem 1. Suppose ß is a maximal monotone graph in R with ß(R) Q (0, oo). Then the following are equivalent:
(i) Iff E Lx (R), (?f) has a solution exactly when f™x f(x)dx > 0.
(ii) There exists somef E Lx(R)for which (R-) has a solution. To obtain Kurtz's result from Theorem 1 we need only note that f_xt exdx < oo, and so (iii) is valid for ß(x) = ex. And conversely if, for example, ß(x) > -1/x for large negative x, the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) implies that (R-) does not have a solution for any /EL1 (R).
Proof of Theorem 1. We prove Theorem 1 by establishing (i) => (iii) => (ii) => (i), in that order; the implications are arranged in increasing levels of difficulty. We begin with some simple remarks.
Let ß satisfy the assumption of Theorem 1. Define 7J(R)+ = {/ E Lx(R)\f™J(x)dx > o}.
We note first of all that/ E L1 (R)+ is a necessary condition for the solvability of (?j). If u solves (R-), then/+ u" E ß(u) implies/+ u" > 0 a.e. and so 0 < C fix) + u"{x)dx = lim f f{x) + u"(x)dx = /"" f(x)dx, J-cQ R-»ao J-R J-ao since limÄ_>00w'(±7?) = 0. Moreover this same calculation and Fatou's Lemma imply /+ «" E LX(R) and ||/+ k"||, < ||/||, (|| \\p denoting the norm in L'(R), 1 < p < oo). Thus if « is a solution of (B), u" E ¿(R) and ||«"||, < 211/11,.
Definition. £ is the linear subspace of functions u defined on R such that u and u' are locally absolutely continuous, u" E LX(R), and u'(±co) = 0.
We have proved that if u solves (R-) for some /EL1 (R), then /EL1 (R)+, « E £, and Ik'H, < 211/11,, ||/+ u"\\x < ||/||,. Also u E £ clearly implies IIk'IU < ll«"||,.
Proof of (i) => (iii). If / E L](R)+ and « solves (R-), then u' E L°°(R) by the preceding; and so there is a positive constant c such that u(x) > ex for x < -1. Furthermore, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
a.e. for x < -1, since ß is positive and nondecreasing. Therefore ll/lli > 11/+ «"II! > Í"1 ß°(cx)dx = \C ß°(y)dy;
J-co C J-oo and (iii) follows.
Proof of (iii) «* (ii). This is a bit more subtle. Suppose/^ ß°(x)dx < oo. We claim there is a continuously differentiable function g: (-00,0] -> R satisfying
Let us for the moment assume that such a g exists. Define v. (-00,
Since g is positive, nonincreasing, and continuously differentiable, v is increasing, convex, and twice continuously differentiable. In addition, it is clear that v(x) -* -00 as x -* -00, because g is bounded above on compact sets. Since g(x) ~* 00 when x -* -00, v'(-00) = 0. Moreover
Let u be any even, twice continuously differentiable function on R which satisfies u(x) = v(x) for x < -1 and « < a everywhere. Then, by the construction, f(x) m u"(x) + ß°(u(x)) E Ll(R) and «'(±00) = 0, u is a solution of (P,-).
It remains to prove the existence of g with the properties (1). Select a sequence {#"}"= 1 which satisfies an < an_l < a for n = I, 2, ... and f-la ß°(x) dx <C l/n . Now take g to be any nonincreasing continuously differentiable function so that g(c7") = \/n, n = 1,2,...,
g has the desired properties. Proof of (ii) => (i). This implication is the most difficult and its proof requires several steps. The lemmas following outline the program.
LEMMA l.LetfgE L'(R)+ and S^f(x)dx > f-x g(x)dx. If{?g) has a solution, then so does (R-).
Lemma 2. 7/(ii) holds, then
g(x) dx, and (Pg) has a solution > = L1 (R)+.
The combined implications of Lemmas 1-2 prove that (ii) => (i). If (ii) is valid, Lemmas 1 and 2 demonstate that (R-) has a solution for all/ E L!(R)+. Again we prove these results in order of ascending difficulty.
Proof of Lemma 2. Choose/ E L1 (R) so that (R-) has a solution u; by (ii) there is at least one such / (and in fact/ E L1 (R)+). Now for fixed e > 0 we prove that there is some g E 7.'(R)+, ||g||. < e, for which (lp also has a solution. If Therefore (Pg) has a solution for g's with arbitrarily small L'-norm. Now take any /EL1 (R)+ and let g be as above and satisfy f^, f(x) dx > ||g||,.
Then f^f{x)dx > X!^, g(x)<7x.The proof is complete. If a E L°°(R), v Et, and a(x) E Sign v(x) o.e., thenf^ v")a(x)dx < 0.
(c) U f>f e Lx(R)+)u, û are solutions of (R-) and (P?), respectively, then ll(/+«")-(/+"")||1<||/-/||1.
Proof of Lemma 3. We adapt arguments used in [1] and [3] to this simple case. If R > 0, then Remark 1. At this point there is a discontinuity in our presentation: except for Proposition 1 the discussion does not assume the reader to be familiar with [1] or [3] . The interested reader should attempt to prove Proposition 1 for himself, at least for the special case when y is continuous. (This onedimensional proposition does not require the machinery of [1] .) Proposition 1 allows us to solve as follows certain problems approximating (P/).
For 0 < A < sup ß(R) there is a number rx E D(ß) with X E ß(rx). Set ßx(x) = ß(x + rx) -X; then ßx satisfies the assumptions on y in Proposition 1. And so there exists a wx satisfying (a), (b), (c), with >8X in place of y. Define "a s wx + r\ • Then we have (a) ux, u'x E L°°(R), u'{ELx(R), (2) (h)f(x) + u'i(x)Eßx(wx(x)) = ß(uk(x))-X a.e., (cK(±cc) = o, KILo < Klli < WH
The solution u of (R-) will be constructed as the limit of the ux as X \ 0. First we show the ux decreases as X decreases. Let p be a smooth, nondecreasing function defined on R such that/>(•*:) = 0 for x > 0, p(x) < 0 for -1< x < 0,p(x) = -1 for x < -1. Now (ux -«")" E (ß(ux) -/?(«")) + i¡ -X; and so, by the monotonicity of ß, p(ux -"^("a -«,,)" > in-a)/>(mx -w").
Lemma 3(a) implies f-xp{ux -m,,)(ha -uj" dx < 0. Letting X > tj we conclude that ux > u a.e.
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To discover a (pointwise) lower bound for the ux we recall that the problem (Pg) has a solution v:
(fy g(x) + v(x)" G ß(v(x)) a.e., i/(±oo) = 0.
As in the preceding we construct approximate functions vx which satisfy conditions like (2), with g replacing/. The vx, like the ux, decrease as X \ 0. In addition, the t^ are bounded from below by v; this is proved by the same method as above. We claim that there is some x0 G R such that {ux(x0)) is bounded. If not, then ux(x) -> -oo as X \ 0 for every x G R. Subtract the equation satisfied by vx from that satisfied by ux:
Multiply this by,p(z^(jc) -vx(x)) (p as defined above), recall the monotonicity of ß, and integrate:
By Lemma 3(a), we have (4) i" (/to -g(xM«x(x) -"x(x))dx > 0.
-00
For fixed x, ux(x) -» -oo and vx(x) is bounded; therefore p(ux(x) -vx(x)) -* -1. So the Dominated Convergence Theorem applied to (4) leads to S-«, (g(x) -f(x))Hx > 0. However this contradicts the assumption on/and g. Hence there is some x0 for which {ha(*o)} is bounded; and this implies, since ||wAIU < 2||/||j, that the ux are bounded uniformly on compact sets. They thus converge monotonically and uniformly on compact sets to a limit " = limX\o«A-Furthermore ux(x)" + X +f(x) G ß(ux(x)) and un(x)" + tj +f(x) G ß(uv(x)) a.e. implies u'x + X < u"n + tj if ux < u^. Since ux = u"^ a.e. on [ux = u^], u'x + X < u'y + tj a.e. Also u'x(x) + X > -f(x) a.e. because 0 < ß°(ux(x)) < ux(x)" + X +f(x). It follows that the u'x converge in 7['0C(R) to u" as X \ 0, and therefore that/+ u" G ß(u) a.e.
We must show that i/'(±oo) = 0. Since ||w^||, < 2||/||, by (2), Fatou's Lemma implies u" E Lx (R), and therefore h'(+oo) and m'(-oo) exist. It suffices to prove that w'(-oo) = 0, the same equality for «'(-f-oo) following by similar arguments. Since « < ux and u'x(-oo) = 0, w'(-oo) > 0. We multiply both sides of (3) by p(ux -vx) as before and integrate: Integrate by parts on the left and recall that u'x(-oo) = fA(-oo) = 0:
•r-00
Since wA -» «" in 7^0C(R), wA -» «' in C(R); and similarly for the vA. So for every y we can pass to the limit as X \ 0 in (5) to deduce
Suppose that «'(-co) > 0. Then for all y less than some number, u(y) < v(y) -1 and so p(u(y) -v(y)) = -1. Thus sending y -» -oo in (6) implies «'(-oo) < i/'(-oo) = 0, a contradiction. Therefore «'(-oo) = 0, and the proof is complete. Remark 2. We record some additional facts about solutions « of (R) and the map/ E l) (R)+ h» Tf = f + u". First, Tis a contraction by Lemma 3(c). Next, if « is a solution of (R-), then m(±oo) = -oo. Indeed, if there is a sequence xn, \xn\ -> oo and u(xn) > -A for some A, then u(x) > -A -Hm'IIoo on \x -xn\ < 1 and measure([«(x) > -^4 -H«'!^]) = oo. But ß°(u{x)) > ß°(-A -Wu'Wn) > 0 on this set, contradicting ß°(u(x)) E LX(R). Second, if u and û are solutions of (E-), then Tf -f + u" -f + «" implies w' -û' is a constant. Since h'(±oo) = m'(±oo), u' = «'. Thus « = û + c for some c E R, c > 0 without loss of generality. Now Tf(x) E ß(u(x)) n ß(u(x) + c) a.e. Since û(x) -> -oo as | jc| -» oo, we can choose x so that u(x) is a point of strict increase of ß°, ß°(u(x)) < ß°(û(x) + r) for r > 0. For this * we conclude that c = 0. Finally, if/,/ E L'(R)+, then (7) T (7/-tf)+dx < r (/-/)+^, y-oo ^-00 (8) m < / < M a.e. implies m < Tf < M a.e., and (9) / E jJ(R)+ implies f* j(Tf)dx < f°° j(f)dx J-CO ^-00
for every convex lower-semicontinuous function /: R -> [0, oo] satisfying /(0) = 0. The estimates (7) (which imply that T is order preserving) and (8) may be proved directly in a fashion similar to Lemma 3. Alternatively, according to [1] , (7), (8) and (9) hold for the mappings Tx: f-* f + u'x, where ux is as in (2), and one just lets X tend to zero. Also, (7) and (8) imply (9) by results of [3] .
Added in proof. In a paper to appear in the Israel Journal of Mathematics, S. Fisher shows (among other things) that Theorem 1 remains correct if ß G C(R); /?(-oo) = 0, ß > 0 and ß <2 LX(R). We also thank Professor Fisher for a useful remark.
